
Safety, Environmental and Socio-economic

LAGUNA - WP3 

Aim: identify general and specific hazards for 
the sites; establish associated safety protocols 
and additional infrastructure to mitigate the 
risks.

Recognizes importance of Health and Safety to all - implications of a serious 
incident in a LAGUNA site are profound and depending on the severity could result 
in the closure of all facilities.  Important to coordinate on this issue

Recognizes general point that mine sites have different issues compared to tunnel 
sites - e.g. with regard to emergency egress, ventilation, fires, liquid gas 
emergencies, air quality monitoring. Appraisal of each site will reflect this. 

Background

Recognizes site specific and generic issues - e.g. tanks and liquids

safety, legal, local support



Safety, Environmental and Socio-economic

LAGUNA - WP3 

Deliverables 3.1 - 3.4



Tasks and responsibilities as specified
Task 9 Assessment of hazards events and risk analysis 
(USFD coordinator)

Task 10 Safety & monitoring of large underground tanks 
(ETHZ, Technodyne)

Task 11 Site specific impact of liquid procurement and tank filling 
(ETHZ, Technodyne, USFD)

Task 12 Final report on safety and environmental issues 
(USFD coordinator)

Task 13 Socio-economic impact of the research infrastructure on the sites 
(USFD coordinator)

WP3.3

WP3.4

WP3.1

WP3.2



Deliverables 3.1 done
273 page report complete - first major LAGUNA document



Deliverable
WP 3.3



Task 10 Safety and monitoring of large underground tanks  

Some overlap between general safety/environment 
deliverable and liquid procurement deliverable...

•Tank/delivery instrumentation, gauges, leak detection
•Delivery-tank interconnections, communications
•Impact on cavern construction....

Task 10 - Liquids (ETHZ, Technodyne)



This task will evaluate the methods of procurement in large quantities of each target 
liquid and the consequence for each specific site. 

•Strategies to bring very large quantities of liquids into the underground tanks

•Availability nearby the sites will be investigated and costs for transport will be 
estimated taking into account purity at delivery

•Methods of local production and their impact on the site will be assessed. 

Task 11 - Liquids 

•The filling techniques of deep underground tanks avoiding recontamination will be 
defined.

•methods to further purify and maintain high purity levels

•emptying of the tanks will be addressed.

•Identify potential safety and environmental risks for each target liquid

•Assess legal authorization requirements for each target liquid

Task 11 Site specific impact of liquid procurement and tank filling  

(ETHZ, Technodyne, USFD)



Liquid Procurement example 

!

!

e.g. Boulby: 

Significant work 
included in WP2, 
deliverable WP2.8 



!

!

Supply Routes and Storage Example
http://www.itp-interpipe.com/

•Looking at possibility of cryogenic pipeline direct 
from Tees Petro-Chemicals 30 km and down shaft

•Liquid pipe down shaft

•Cryogenic pipelines of 
50+ km exist!

•Rail, Road, Ship options 
also possible

•Storage space for materials 
available on site already



WP3.3 Template per site
(1) Identify methods of procurement of large quantities (per site, per liquid)

(4) Possibility of production on site and/or underground 
  - e.g. water purification, liquid argon production

(2) Environmental impact, safety, logistical, issues of transport to site

- what (local) suppliers?, time scale for production, costs
- what transport to site (rail, road...)

(3) On site storage and/or transfer underground
- construction of underground pipeline, intermediate storage, safety
- transfer by containers through shaft/tunnel

- power consumption, ventilation, safety and disruption to tunnel/mining 
(5) Maintenance of liquid purity during and after fill

   - LAr boil-off sell it, disposal...agreements with company

Liquid Argon: Andre, 
Scintillator: Franz, Michael
Water: site specific...Memphys   



WP3.3
currently 93 pages



WP3.3 Draft Status
Example for Boulby



WP3.3 Draft Status
Example for Boulby



2.2 Liquid argon procurement in Europe

In Europe there are several companies able to supply liquid argon but likely no single company in a given 
country can have the capacity to provide the total amount required by LAGUNA.  In this case a 
collaborative agreement with a lead supplier would likely be needed.  Example companies are Linde/
BOC, Air Produts, Air Liquide etc.  Different countries can benefit from different local plants and 
suppliers.  For instance in the UK there are potential plants in the Tees industrial area run by BOC and 
around Hull run by Air Products.  In Italy there is the RIVOIRA-PRAXAIR group. The construction of an 
air separation plant for in-situ LAr procurement is likely not an economically viable project.
Nevertheless, the possibility of having a plant to produce the LAr needed during LAGUNA running is 
worth considering. This could either be a specific plant located for the project or via an increase in 
capacity of plants in the area. 

2.3 Liquid argon transport in Europe

Transportation options are important and will influence the total cost   The requirements for the initial fill 
are large, corresponding to ~150 tonnes of liquid argon per day over two years. This could be delivered by 
trucks (≈ 7 trucks per day, 7/7 for two years). To fill the tank would require 4500 trips of 25 tons trucks 
and would cost around 30 million Euros for transport.

WP3.3 LAr



3.3 Transport to the site - environmental impact, safety, logistical issues 

Transport to the sites can be by road, rail and or ship. By road, for instance, two loads a day would require over 2 
years to reach the required amount.  Use of rail links could allow larger quantities to be delivered per load, but 
dedicated solvent wagons would be needed. For certain sites where a local rail head is available rail is likely the 
preferred option. Alternatives include pipelines from nearby plants.  For horizontal access 180l containers supplied 
will fit down shafts of ~2x2x2m. 30 tonne road transporters would imply ~1700 deliveries.  Pipeline capacities are 
typically around 200-400,000 litres per day per pipe.  Authorisation, is needed by relevant authorities for the 
transportation process, but this is straightforward given the large quantities of petrochemical products moved every 
day in Europe.

WP3.3 Scintillator

3.2 Methods of procurement of large quantities of liquid scintillator

Currently the LENA collaboration is favouring LAB and laboratory tests have shown that the company Petresa 
Petrochemicals (belonging to the CEPSA group) can provide LAB of required purity. Petresa’s European production 
plants are in San Roque near the Mediterranean coast of Spain.  If this is the chosen supplier then delivery can be 
achieved relatively easily by ship from the nearest port, Algeciras.  The annual production capacity of LAB at San 
Roque corresponds to 200 kilotons of LAB. Therefore, the minimum duration for the production of 70-90 kilotons 
is less than half a year. However, filling the detector will need more time, of the order of 1 year. On average, a 
minimum capacity to accept liquid deliveries of the order of 250-300 tons per day is required.



Boulby



Liquid Procurement Boulby 

!

!

e.g. Boulby: 

Significant work 
included in WP2, 
deliverable WP2.8 



Canfranc



Frejus



PHYÄSALMI



Slanic



SUNLAB



Umbria



WP3.3 Draft Status

Boulby:        complete
Canfranc:    complete 
Frejus:         complete
Phyasalmi:  ACTION needed
Slanic:         complete
Sunlab:        ACTION needed
Umbria:       ACTION desirable

Some editing and text improvements needed
Basically complete: current version 93 pages

Introduction: complete 



Deliverable
WP 3.4



Task 13 - Socio-economic 

From each site, coordinated together:

Report on the potential socio-economic impact of the 
construction and operation of the research infrastructure

- local communities will generally directly or indirectly 
benefit from the presence of a lab yet could also be affected 
by the construction and operation 

-task will attempt to quantify the impact and propose 
solutions to mitigate any possible negative aspects.

contact with the local governments needed



(1) Stakeholder support, risks, benefits and impact
- Social, economic and political organisations and people relevant to the infrastructure - levels of support, 
risks and impact
- Table 3.5 collates information on organisations that will be influential in determining whether the 
infrastructure can or should proceed or not at the site.  

(2) Socio-economic and environmental impact assessment
- An assessment of the socio-economic impact that the new infrastructure itself will have
- Table 3.6 collates information on:

job creation, skills and knowledge exchange, economy, environment, local services, local 
transport, local political profile and status, impact on science for the region and nation, impact 
on society, schools and education, other impacts

Site owners, Environment Agencies, Emergency Services, Planning Agencies, Local Council, Authority. 
Local Public Transport, Local Mayor, Local MPs, Local MEP, Regional Development Agency, Support 
from National Scientific Community, Support from Local University Scientific Community, National 
Science Funding Agencies, Local, Regional, National University political support, Local Schools and 
Educational Authorities, Local Industry, Philanthropic Support, Other

WP3.4 Report Contents

Template tables used - with much information from WP3.1



WP3.4 Status
currently 127 pages



Template tables used - with much information from WP3.1

WP3.4 (1) Template per site



WP3.4 (2) Template per site



WP3.4 Draft Status
Example for Boulby



WP3.4 Draft Status
Example for Frejus



Boulby/Frejus -  jobs?



Boulby/Frejus -  jobs?



Slanic -  jobs?



Umbria - Environ Impact?



WP3.4 Draft Status

Boulby:       complete
Canfranc:    ACTION needed
Frejus:         ACTION desirable
Phyasalmi:  ACTION desirable
Slanic:         complete
Sunlab:        ACTION needed
Umbria:       complete

current version 127 pages

Introduction: complete 



Deliverable
WP 3.2



Deliverable 3.2  

A final confidential report defining all safety and 
environmental issues of the sites

(i) additional infrastructure required for safe operation, in 
conjunction with the overall safety strategy of the host 
(road tunnel or mine)
(ii) include possible failure modes of each experiment
(iii) methods by which this risk can be mitigated
(iv) a risk analysis for each site



•emergency response equipment 
•air monitoring
•egress procedures
•hazardous material handling
•dedicated ventilation piping for the removal of boil off noble gas, cryogenic 

coolants, and toxic scintillator vapour
•containment systems for scintillator and liquid noble gas spillages. 

subject to commercial confidentiality where appropriate

assessment of:

site specific power requirements, installation of additional transformers for AC, 
ventilation, atmospheric purification, pumping and chiller systems, underground 
workshops, surface buildings, experimental areas, cranes and associated heavy 
duty equipment required during construction. 

identify alternative ventilation and cooling schemes for tailored cooling of sensitive 
components such as the heat exchange on compressors.

Task 12 - Final report

identify safety considerations: 



WP3.2 Draft Status



WP3.2 Draft Status

Boulby:       Complete, needs summary
Canfranc:    ACTION (use WP3.1 + update)
Frejus:         ACTION (use WP3.1 + update)
Phyasalmi:  ACTION (use WP3.1 + update)
Slanic:         ACTION (use WP3.1 + update)
Sunlab:        ACTION (use WP3.1 + update)
Umbria:       ACTION (use WP3.1 + update)

Most information available from WP3.1 sections 

Just editing and updates expected from all sites

Format: decision to produce a concise summary document similar 
to that of WP2.8, with ~5 pages per site 



Boulby:
WP3.2:  ACTION: provide 1 page bullet summary

WP3.3: done

WP3.4: done

Canfranc:
WP3.2:  ACTION provide 5 page safety summary and update plus 1 page bullet summary

WP3.3: ok

WP3.4: ACTION needs text and table 2 (I used WP3.1 info, no new info received)

WP3 Progress by Site

Frejus:
WP3.2: ACTION  provide 5 page safety summary and update plus 1 page bullet summary

WP3.3: ok

WP3.4: ok  (ACTION you might want to add more)

Phyasalmi:
WP3.2: ACTION provide 5 page safety summary and update plus 1 page bullet summary

WP3.3: ACTION introductory text missing;  tables incomplete and no table 5 info

WP3.4: ACTION please provide text, tables are incomplete



Slanic:
WP3.2: ACTION provide 5 page safety summary and update plus 1 page bullet summary

WP3.3: done

WP3.4: done

Sunlab:
WP3.2: ACTION provide 5 page safety summary and update plus 1 page bullet summary

WP3.3: ACTION provide all text and tables

WP3.4: ACTION no new information provided so I did it, please check

Progress by Site

Umbria:
WP3.2:  ACTION provide 5 page safety summary and update plus 1 page bullet summary

WP3.3: ACTION provide some introductory text

WP3.4: done



WP3 - Next Steps 

Assemble and submit final safety overview report WP3.2
(this is somewhat sensitive and requires additonal 
discussion) 

Complete WP3.3 and WP3.4, including additional socio 
economic information (e.g. environmental impact) 

(1) 

(2) Include additional information on liquid purchase, 
particularly liquid argon (new involvement of Linde/
BOC)  - ETHZ?

(3)

DEADLINE to me Mon 21st March 
SUBMISSION  Mon 4th April 


